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Abstract
A rotating plasma spoke is shown to develop in two-dimensional full-sized
kinetic simulations of a Penning discharge cross-section. Electron cross-field
transport within the discharge is highly anomalous and correlates strongly with
the spoke phase. Similarity between collisional and collisionless simulations
demonstrates that ionization is not necessary for spoke formation. Parameter
scans with discharge current Id, applied magnetic field strength B and ion
mass mi show that spoke frequency scales with
√
eErLn/mi, where Er is the
radial electric field, Ln is the gradient length scale and e is the fundamental
charge. This scaling suggests that the spoke may develop as a non-linear phase
of the collisionless Simon-Hoh instability.
1 Introduction
Hall plasmas, consisting of magnetized electrons and unmagnetized ions, exhibit a
wide range of plasma instabilities [1, 2]. In some systems these instabilities may
result in the formation of a long wavelength, low frequency fluctuation in plasma
density, propagating in the E × B direction. This rotating structure is commonly
known as the plasma “spoke”.
The spoke has been well characterized within a number of experimental devices,
including Hall thrusters [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15], planar magnetrons
[16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23], cylindrical magnetrons [24, 25] and Penning discharges
[26, 27, 28]. These devices feature cylindrical geometry, with electron drift and spoke
propagation occurring in the azimuthal direction.
The plasma spoke may play an important role in the anomalous transport of
electrons across the applied magnetic field, a source of reduced efficiency [29]. Using
separated probes within a Hall thruster, Janes & Lowder [3] measured an azimuthal
electric field correlated with the passage of the spoke and suggested that the re-
sulting Eθ ×Br drift was enhancing electron transport towards the thruster anode.
More recently, the use of segmented anodes within a Cylindrical Hall Thruster [30]
demonstrated that half of the discharge current was being carried through the spoke,
evidence for enhanced transport through the structure [6, 8].
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Due to its highly non-linear, turbulent and global nature, the spoke has continued
to evade a clear theoretical understanding. Proposed mechanisms include a type of
ionization wave [3], whereby the azimuthal field at the front of the spoke provides
sufficient energy to ionize neutrals and propagate the plasma density perturbation.
The ionization wave would propagate at the Critical Ionization Velocity (CIV) [31]
defined as vciv =
√
2Uion/mn, where Uion and mn are the ionization energy and mass
of the neutral species respectively.
Alternatively, the spoke may be the result of collective effects, with the Col-
lisionless Simon-Hoh Instability (CSHI) being a likely candidate [26, 27]. Charge
separation between drifting electrons and unmagnetized (non-drifting) ions gener-
ates an azimuthal electric field. If the background electric field and density gradients
within the system are aligned E0 · ∇n0 > 0, then the the resulting azimuthal field
will act to enhance perturbations in plasma density, driving the instability.
Investigation of the plasma spoke within a Penning discharge offers several ad-
vantages, most immediately being improved access for diagnostics. The applied
field is ideally uniform and aligned with the axis of the device, allowing the electron
dynamics parallel to the device axis to be decoupled from those in the transverse di-
rection. For purposes of simulations and theory the system can therefore be treated
two-dimensionally. The lack of a magnetic field gradient reduces the number of
energy sources for instabilities, eliminating possible driving mechanisms for spoke
formation. In many systems the plasma is also weakly collisional, further simplify-
ing theoretical considerations. This makes it an ideal system within which to study
spoke formation and anomalous transport.
Simulations have played an increasingly important role in understanding the for-
mation of the spoke and its connection to anomalous transport. Kinetic techniques
are required to self-consistently capture transport effects, with the Particle-in-Cell
Monte-Carlo Collision method (PIC-MCC) commonly being used. The challenge
with PIC-MCC comes from the numerical requirement to resolve the smallest time
and length scales associated with the plasma, the electron plasma frequency and
Debye length respectively. These constraints result in a significant computational
overhead required to capture the vastly multi-scale physics observed within devices
such as the Penning discharge.
This challenge is usually dealt with in one of two ways. The first approach is to
scale the system in some way, either by reducing device size (to reduce the grid size),
decreasing the plasma density or increasing the relative permittivity (to increase the
cell size). With improving computational capabilities and employing scaling it has
finally become possible to simulate a 2D profiles of a device [32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38,
39], and scaled 3D devices [40, 41, 42, 43]. Low mode number, rotating structures
have been observed in a number of these simulations, in particular, Matyash found
close agreement between the frequency of the rotating structure observed within a
model of the wall-less Hall thruster [44] experiment at CRNS [15].
The second technique adopts a hybrid approach, modeling electrons as a fluid,
such that the associated length and time scales need not be resolved. The pri-
mary disadvantage of this technique is that kinetic electron transport effects are not
captured self-consistently and must be incorporated via a model informed from ex-
perimental evidence. None-the-less hybrid models have had success in reproducing
the spoke. Most recently a two-dimensional axial-azimuthal hybrid code captured
the motion of the spoke within a simulated thruster channel with SPT-100 like pa-
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rameters. [45]. The spoke velocity was on the order of what has previously been
observed in experiments and suggested to be the result an instability driven by
magnetic field and density gradients [4, 46].
Despite these capabilities, significant work is required to produce unscaled, fully
kinetic simulations of entire devices. Perhaps equally as challenging will be develop-
ing tools for analysing the enormous amount of data produced by such simulations.
The present paper is a follow up of the work commenced in Reference [39]
whereby large scale coherent structures were observed within two-dimensional PIC-
MCC simulations of a Penning discharge cross-section. These simulations are mod-
ified to allow quasi-steady-state operation of the discharge revealing formation of a
single mode, azimuthally rotating structure. By comparing this structure with that
observed within experiments, and studying how it scales with discharge properties,
an attempt is made to determine the fundamental mechanism responsible for its
formation.
2 Methodology
Simulations were run using the Large-Scale Plasma code (LSP) [47]. LSP is a
multi-purpose and versatile PIC code, widely benchmarked and validated within
the community [47, 48, 49, 50]. Since the plasma is sufficiently low temperature
(Te ∼ 5 eV), the system can be treated electrostatically, and Poisson’s equation
inverted to obtain the electric potential from charge density. PPPL modifications to
the code [51] include incorporation of the latest version of the Portable Extensible
Toolkit for Scientific Computation (PETSc) [52, 53, 54] for improved performance
and scalability. Poisson’s equation was inverted via PETSc’s native LU factorization
package.
Simulation were modeled off the Penning discharge experiment at the PPPL-
HTX laboratory [28]. Within this device an RF plasma cathode injects electrons
along the axial magnetic field, ionizing a low pressure gas of either Argon or Xenon.
Electron motion in the radial direction is inhibited by an axially applied uniform
magnetic field. Ions are weakly magnetized and therefore significantly more mobile,
giving rise to an ambipolar radial electric field. The applied magnetic field and
ambipolar electric field result in electrons undergoing Er×Bz drifts in the azimuthal
direction. The plasma is surrounded by a grounded cylindrical metal anode with 10
cm diameter. The ends of the cylinder are dielectric, preventing the short-circuit
effect. The device geometry and simulation geometry are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: a) Experimental setup of the Penning discharge at PPPL [28] in r-z ge-
ometry. Magnetic field lines are indicated in red. b) Cross-section of the Penning
discharge, representative of the simulation domain in r-θ geometry. Blue lines indi-
cate the radial ambipolar electric field and green-dashed lines represent the direction
of the electron E×B drift. Xenon ions are unmagnetized.
A slice of the device cross-section was modeled on a uniform Cartesian grid,
with particles evolving in 2D-3V phase space. A Cartesian grid was chosen over a
cylindrical grid to avoid numerical instabilities associated with the grid singularity
at zero radius. A uniform magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the simulation
domain. To shed light on the formation mechanism of the spoke, both collisionless
and collisional simulations were performed. In collisionless simulations, electrons
and ions are injected into the center of the trap at fixed current and initial temper-
ature. For collisional simulations, electrons are injected into a uniform background
of neutrals, with ions forming via ionization. Modeled collisions include Coulomb
collisions between all charged species and electron-neutral collisions. Neutral parti-
cle excitation was not modeled. Both electron-neutral elastic and ionizing collisions
were informed by experimental data [55].
Simulations were designed to be completed within a realistic time frame, enabling
parametric investigations of instabilities within the Penning discharge. To achieve
this goal the simulation domain was reduced from 10 cm to 5 cm and the Xenon
gas mass was reduced to that of Helium-4. To relax the strict constraints on PIC
simulations the relative permittivity was increased to εr = 400, increasing the Debye
length and reducing plasma frequency, thereby allowing for larger cell size and time
step respectively. The relative permittivity was scaled, since it is suspected to play
a small role in the instabilities which may be responsible for spoke formation. This
led to a grid of 250× 250 cells, with cell size ∆x = 200 µm and time step ∆t = 40
ps, suitable to resolve all relevant plasma length and time scales. Simulations of 100
µs of plasma time could therefore be completed within 2 days. Simulation were run
with 28 cores on the Princeton University Perseus supercomputer and 24 cores on
the Department of Energy’s National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center
(NERSC) Edison supercomputer. Post-processing was performed using the IDL
based LSP post-processing tool P4 and in-house Python codes.
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3 Results & Discussion
3.1 Collisionless Simulations of the Rotating Spoke
Electrons and ions are injected into the center of an initially empty domain with
fixed currents and temperature Ie, Te,inj and Ii, Ti,inj respectively (see Table 1).
Table 1: Physical parameters of simulation.
Property Symbol Value Units
Relative Permittivity εr 400 −
Discharge Radius R0 2.5 cm
Applied Magnetic Field B0 100 Gauss
Electron Current Ie 250 mA
Ion Current Ii 100 mA
Discharge Current Id −150 mA
Electron Injection Temperature Te,inj 5 eV
Ion Injection Temperature Ti,inj 293 K
Electron Beam Energy Vb 15 eV
Neutral Pressure Pn 1 mTorr
Neutral Temperature Tn 293 K
Electron-Neutral Cross-Section σen 2.88× 10−19 m2
The negative discharge current Id = Ii−Ie < 0, results in an initially non-neutral
plasma until sufficient ions have been injected to provide a neutralizing background.
Quasi-neutrality is achieved around 100 µs, after which a long-wavelength, single
mode structure forms, rotating in the azimuthal direction. When viewed in the
direction of the applied magnetic field, the structure rotates in the anti-clockwise
direction.
Figure 2 shows contour plots of instantaneous electron density, plasma potential
and current streamlines, commencing at 250 µs and incremented by a pi/4 phase
shift of the rotating structure. The structure does not appear to rotate as a rigid
body, but rather as a density perturbation rich in micro-instabilities and turbulence.
This is further evidenced by Figure 2b which shows a noisy and highly fluctuating
plasma potential, with dips in plasma potential only weakly correlated with the
rotating density perturbation. Figure’s 2b and 2c show that there is neither a
strong electric potential gradient nor current channel associated with the front of
the spoke, however both indicate the presence of a turbulent plasma. Qualitatively
it appears that increased cross-field electron transport within the structure is the
result of enhanced turbulence, rather than a strongly correlated azimuthal electric
field.
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Figure 2: a) Electron density contours, b) plasma potential contours, c) current
streamlines, of the collisionless Penning discharge at simulation time, from left to
right; 250 µs, 253.8 µs, 257.5 µs and 261.3 µs.
The phase of the rotating structure is measured to obtain a rotation frequency
of fs = 66.0 kHz, significantly lower than the electron and ion plasma frequencies,
as well as the electron cyclotron frequency and the lower-hybrid frequency. When
computed at r = R0/2, the structure rotation velocity is vr = 5.18 km/s, around
half of the ion-acoustic velocity vs = 10.6 km/s.
Numerical convergence was verified by measuring the mode frequency for sim-
ulations with half the cell size, half the time step and double the particle number,
showing no more than a 3.8% discrepancy. Modeling convergence was checked by
scaling the relative permittivity, which for ε0 = 100 agrees within 11 % (see Table
2).
Table 2: Spoke frequency for numerical and modeling convergence studies.
Modification Spoke Frequency (kHz) Discrepancy %
∆t/2 68.5 3.8
∆t/2 & ∆x/2 63.9 3.2
Double Particle Number 64.2 2.7
εr = 100 72.9 10.5
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The discharge remains in a quasi-steady state, with the rotating structure per-
sisting until the end of the simulation at 500 µs. This comprises approximately 26
full rotations, from which time averaged statistics of the turbulent structure can be
computed. Average radial profiles are computed by first azimuthally averaging each
sample, and then temporally averaging over all samples. To compare the effects
of the relative permittivity εr on the plasma properties, averaging is performed for
values of εr = {100, 400}.
(a)
(b)
Figure 3: Azimuthally and temporally averaged radial profiles of a) electron density
ne(r), b) gradient-length-scale Ln(r) = ne(r)/(dne(r)/dr) for εr = {100, 400}.
Figures 3a and 3b show the averaged radial profiles of electron density ne(r) and
gradient length scale Ln(r) = ne(r)/(dne(r)/dr). The plasma density is peaked at
the center of the trap due to the source of electrons and ions, decaying away radially
as the electrons are transported across the applied axial magnetic field. Increasing
the relative permittivity results in a heightened density peak at the center of the
trap, possibly due to weaker fields and a reduced rate of cross-field transport. The
gradient-length-scale is negative at all radial positions.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4: Azimuthally and temporally averaged radial profiles of a) electric potential
φ(r), b) radial electric field Er(r) for εr = {100, 400}.
Figures 4a and 4b show the averaged radial potential φ(r) and radial electric
field Er(r) profiles. Since the unmagnetized ions are more mobile than electrons
across the field lines, an ambipolar field forms in the negative radial direction. This
results in a potential well at the center of the domain acting to confine ions and
thereby maintain quasi-neutrality. The potential and electric field profiles are similar
for different relative permittivities, with the greatest difference occurring near the
sheath at the edge of the simulation r > 0.8R0. Since the plasma is non-neutral
in this region, the sheath size and shape are strongly influenced by the relative
permittivity. No physical explanation can be given for the noisy signal of average
radial electric field within r < 0.1R0, however it is most likely either a physical or
numerical artifact of particle injection.
The average electron temperature was similarly calculated and found to vary
only weakly with radius, remaining near the injection temperature with an average
〈Te〉 = 4.7 eV . Ions were found to be heated from their original temperature, with
an average temperature of 〈Ti〉 = 0.58 eV . This heating is the mechanism by which
ions are eventually able to escape the potential well.
To obtain estimates for the E × B and diamagnetic drift velocities, the radial
electric field and gradient length scales are averaged away from the injection and
sheath regions within r ∈ [0.2R0, 0.8R0], giving an average azimuthal E×B velocity
of v0 = 〈|Er|〉 /B0 = 13.1 km/s and electron diamagnetic drift velocity of v∗ =
Te/(e 〈|Ln|〉B0) = 64.5 km/s. Within the same frame of reference as Figure 2, both
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of these drifts occur in the anti-clockwise direction. The rotation velocity of the
large scale structure is an order of magnitude smaller than the electron diamagnetic
drift velocity and less than half of the E×B velocity. Since the large scale structure
is shown to be low-frequency, long-wavelength and rotating in the E×B direction
it exhibits all of characteristic behaviour of the plasma spoke, as observed within
the Penning discharge and numerous other experiments [3, 28, 5, 7]. Therefore it is
proposed that the rotating structure observed within these simulations is the plasma
spoke.
3.2 Anomalous Transport Through the Rotating Spoke
Current and density probes were placed at various azimuthal locations near the dis-
charge anode. Figure 5 plots the local electron density ne at (xp, yp) = (0,−0.996R0)
and the magnitude of the local electron current Ie,l passing through a horizontal
chord which intersects (xp, yp). The peaks in electron density have the same fre-
quency to that of the spoke shown in Figure 2a and correlate with the passage
of the structure. Peaks in local electron current are strongly correlated to peaks
in electron density and therefore to the passage of the spoke, indicating that elec-
tron transport is enhanced by the spoke, in agreement with previous experimental
observations [6, 8].
Figure 5: Correlation between electron density ne and local radial electron current
Ie,l at a fixed azimuthal location on the anode.
The average cross-field electron conductivity σ⊥e(r) can be calculated via Ohm’s
law with the average electric field and gradient length scale profiles from Section
3.1,
jre(r) =
Id
2pird
= σ⊥e(r)
(
Er(r) +
Te
eLn(r)
)
. (1)
Where jre(r) is the cross-field electron current density and d is the simulation
depth (in LSP d = 1 cm).
The conductivity is related to an effective turbulent collision frequency νt(r) via,
σ⊥e(r) =
ne(r)e
2
meνt(r)(1 + ω2c/νt(r)
2)
≈ ne(r)meνt(r)
B2
. (2)
Where ωc = qeB/me is the electron cyclotron frequency and it is assumed that
ωc  νt.
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Figure 6 plots the average turbulent collision frequency as a function of ra-
dius. Values are similar for both the εr = 100 and εr = 400 cases. Within
r ∈ [0.2R0, 0.8R0] the mean turbulent collision frequency for the εr = 400 case
is 〈νt〉 = 139.5 MHz, giving an effective Hall parameter βeff = ωc/νt = 12.6. This
value is comparable to those measured by Bohm within numerous experiments ex-
hibiting anomalous transport [56]. The decay of the collision frequency for r > 0.8R0
is most likely due to non-neutral behaviour within the sheath.
Figure 6: Azimuthally and temporally averaged profiles of effective turbulent colli-
sion frequency νt(r) for εr = {100, 400}.
3.3 Collisional Simulations of the Rotating Spoke
To better replicate conditions of the experiment, the collisionless simulation from
Section 3.1 is modified to allow for ionization via MCC processes. The simulation
domain initially consists of a fixed uniform background of neutral particles with
pressure Pn and temperature Tn (see Table 1). A uniform axial beam of electrons
is injected with energy Vb and ions are formed via collisional processes between
electrons and neutrals, note that neutrals are not depleted during this process.
The plasma is initially non-neutral, resulting in highly excited electrons which
rapidly ionize the background gas and render the system quasi-neutral. A large scale,
low-frequency single mode develops after 20 µs, rotating in the E × B direction.
Figure 2 shows four contour plots of electron density, commencing at 61.4 µs and
incremented by a pi/4 phase shift of the rotating structure. This structure exhibits all
of the same physical properties as in the collisionless case and is similarly proposed
to be the plasma spoke.
Figure 7: Electron density contours of the collisional Penning discharge at simulation
times, from left to right; 61.4 µs, 65.8 µs, 70.7 µs and 74.2 µs.
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The spoke frequency is computed as fs = 62.4 kHz with a rotation velocity
at r = R0/2 of vr = 4.90 km/s, both within 6% of the values obtained for the
collisionless case. The structure of the density contours reveal similar behaviour to
that of the collisionless case, although the spoke structure extends further towards
the anode and appears to have a larger azimuthal extent. This most likely indicates
that ionization is occurring not only at the center of the trap, but also within the
spoke itself, enhancing plasma density within this region and broadening the spoke.
The average radial density and average gradient length scale profiles (see Figure
8) and average electric potential and average electric field profiles (see Figure 9)
are computed and compared with the collisionless case. The density profile and
density gradients for the collisional case are shallower than the collisionless case.
This also indicates that ionization is likely occurring outside of the injection region,
since a more diffuse source of ions can sustain a flatter electron density profile. The
electric potential and electric field profiles are similar between both cases, with the
collisional case exhibiting a more linear potential and therefore flatter electric field
profile.
The profiles in electric field and gradient length scale are used to compute the
average effective electron collision frequency νeff = 107.2 MHz and effective Hall
parameter βeff = 16.4, similar in order of magnitude to the collisionless case. The
electron-neutral collision frequency for Xenon with Te ≈ 5 eV is νen = 12.2 MHz.
This gives a classical Hall parameter of βc = 144.3 indicating that the transport is
highly anomalous and dominated by turbulent fluctuations.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 8: Azimuthally and temporally averaged radial profiles of a) electron den-
sity ne(r), b) gradient-length-scale Ln(r) = ne(r)/(dne(r)/dr) for collisional and
collisionless cases.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 9: Azimuthally and temporally averaged radial profiles of a) electric potential
φ(r), b) radial electric field Er(r) for collisional and collisionless cases.
Despite these differences, the spoke frequency and structure as well as the average
discharge profiles are remarkably similar to the collisionless case. This indicates that
the same fundamental mechanism is likely responsible for the formation of the spoke.
Since it was shown in Section 3.1 that ionization is not necessary for spoke formation,
it is unlikely that the spoke is caused by an ionization wave. Furthermore for the
reduced mass Xenon, the CIV [31] vciv = 17.1 km/s, significantly larger than the
spoke rotation velocity.
This leaves the CSHI as a likely candidate for the formation of the spoke within
these simulations. In both the collisional and collisionless cases Er(r)/Ln(r) >
0 ∀ r such that the instability criterion for the CSHI is satisfied. Keeping in mind
the limitations of these simulations it is therefore possible that the rotating spoke
observed within the Penning discharge is the result of the CSHI, rather than an
ionization wave.
3.4 Spoke Frequency Scaling with Discharge Parameters
Considering the relative magnitudes of the average diamagnetic drift velocity v∗ =
64.5 km/s, E × B velocity v0 = 13.1 km/s and ion-sound speed vs = 10.6 km/s,
linear CSHI theory suggests the following scaling for the spoke angular frequency
[57],
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ωs,th =
√
v2sv0
v∗
k2 =
√
eErLn
mi
k2. (3)
Assuming a single azimuthal mode propagating at r = R0/2, we have k = kθ =
2/R0, and a theoretical estimate for the spoke frequency,
fs,th =
1
piR0
√
eErLn
mi
. (4)
The validity of this scaling is tested by modifying the discharge parameters of
the collisionless simulation introduced in Section 3.1. For each simulation, the radial
electric field multiplied by the gradient length scale 〈|ErLn|〉 is averaged for r ∈
[0.2R0, 0.8R0]. The estimate for spoke frequency fs,th is plotted with the measured
spoke frequency fs against different discharge parameters.
The discharge current Id is varied by modifying the ion injection current Ii. Fig-
ure 10 shows how the average radial density profile changes with discharge current.
Increasing the discharge current results in relatively fewer background ions available
to neutralize injected electrons and therefore a shallower density profile. The density
at the center of the trap ne(0) correlates linearly with discharge current. Figure 11
then demonstrates a correlation between spoke frequency and discharge current.
Figure 10: Temporally and azimuthally averaged radial density profile ne(r) for
various discharge currents.
Figure 11: Spoke rotation frequency fs and predicted rotation frequency fs,th as a
function of discharge current Id.
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Additionally, the average electron cross-field conductivity is computed at r =
R0/2 via Ohm’s law (Equation 1) and plotted with respect to the discharge current
in Figure 12.
Figure 12: Average radial electron cross-field conductivity 〈σ⊥e〉 as a function of
discharge current Id.
Increasing the applied magnetic field strength reduces electron mobility and
therefore results in an enhanced ambipolar electric field. Figure 13 shows a near lin-
ear correlation between the radial electric field and applied magnetic field strength.
Therefore, as per Equation 4, the spoke frequency should scale as fs ∼
√
B. This is
demonstrated in Figure 14 and consistent with experimental observations [28].
Figure 13: Average radial electric field 〈|Er|〉 as a function of applied magnetic field
strength B.
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Figure 14: Spoke rotation frequency fs and predicted rotation frequency fs,th as a
function of applied magnetic field strength B.
Ion-mass mi is varied and Figure 15 shows a near linear correlation between
spoke frequency and 1/
√
mi (normalized to the ion mass of Helium-4), consistent
with experimental observation [28]. This also demonstrates that the spoke rotation
velocity scales in an identical way to the ion-acoustic velocity with respect to ion-
mass.
Figure 15: Spoke rotation frequency fs and predicted rotation frequency fs,th as a
function of the inverse square root of ion mass mi.
For each of these parameter scans the approximate theoretical estimate for the
spoke frequency shows good agreement in both magnitude and scaling to the mea-
sured numerical spoke frequency, providing strong evidence for this scaling relation-
ship and that the CSHI is the driving instability for the rotating spoke. It should
be taken into consideration that the observed structure is clearly highly non-linear
and turbulent, making it surprising that a simple estimate based on linear theory
provides such an accurate fit.
4 Conclusion
A highly non-linear turbulent structure rotating in the azimuthal E×B direction is
observed to form within full-size two-dimensional kinetic simulations of a Penning
discharge. This structure exhibits characteristic behaviour very similar to that of the
rotating spoke observed within experiments. Electron cross-field transport within
16
the discharge is highly anomalous, with a majority of the current being channeled
through the spoke structure. The fact that the spoke forms without ionization and
the correlation of the resulting spoke frequency with
√
eErLn/mi suggests that the
collisionless Simon-Hoh instability is responsible for its formation.
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